
WHAT'S GREAT ABOUT LYNETTE  LOTT

LYNETTE  LOTT'S TOP FEELINGS IN LIFE

FIRST BEST | FEELING

Lynette  Lott, you chose this one feeling over 59 others to describe your very best feeling in life. This "very best

feeling" rests at the core of your belief system; everything you say, do, and believe is channeled through this feeling.

You could say that this feeling is the chief motivator in your life; no matter what happens to you, positive or negative,

you can see how this chief motivator plays a dominant role in the way you react to that event. Whether you feel

excited and rewarded or defeated and discouraged (or somewhere in between), you should be able to see how your

"A" Feeling plays an important role in your response.

You chose GOAL SETTER. Think about the last time you felt like you were "on top of the world," when you were

overjoyed to be you and glad to be alive. Isn't it true that, at the time you felt so wonderful, this feeling had been

honored, reinforced, and fulfilled? Conversely, try to remember the last time you were caught up in a heated argument,

confrontation, or debate. You'll probably recall that you become the most upset when this particular feeling was being

ignored, attacked, or dishonored. This will likely hold true for all of your top feelings, but especially so for this

primary one.

Here is a basic description of your Top 5 feelings:



GOAL SETTER

“The Sky’s the Limit!”

You don’t very often have small ideas.  You constantly think about the “What ifs” in life.  For you,

“What if” has nothing to do with pessimistic thoughts; in fact, your train of thought is sparked by

thoughts like Why not—positive ideas involving concepts, innovation, accomplishment, and/or

 personal and professional improvement.  You are creative in your ideas and dreams about how you want to change

things around you to make a better world for yourself and the ones you love. 

Another aspect of a goal setter is that once the idea is solid enough to act on, you go after it with energy and intensity .

. . but at the same time, you are most likely already mulling over the next “big idea” in your mind.  As soon as you’ve

climbed one mountain and planted the flag, you are ready to move on to the next thing.

Goal setting and accomplishment is what you are all about; you like to build from one creation to the next. You are a

true combination of the thinker/planner and builder/achiever rolled into one restless, unrelenting package.  You are

always thinking of big things to do, how you will get them done, and how to convince others of the opportunities that

you see in the future.

Your ambition is unlimited and unquenchable, and the only things that temper and shape your drive to succeed are the

other four of the Top 5 feelings inside your shield.  Look to these other feelings and you will truly understand the

motivation behind all the large accomplishments you are always working to achieve.  You have one true goal: success.

 You want people to respect you for being successful.  You want to look back and say “See, I told you that I/we could

do this.”

Because you are always working to climb some new mountain, there will be times when you fail. Failures are all but

inevitable because you are always stretching yourself to some new height.  Fortunately, however, you never become

consumed with failure.  You are well aware that many successful people failed along the road to achieving their vision

for success.  When you fail at something, you back up and figure out how you are going to drive around, over, or

through the obstacle blocking your plan.  You make a change to you plan or come up with something even more

ambitious.

There have been people along the way who cared about you, but ran out of patience.  They may have called you a

dreamer or even accused you of living in a fantasy world.  While you are disappointed that those people can’t see the

vision you see, you don’t let them discourage you. You simply maintain the fortitude of confidence you have and keep

working toward your goals.  It’s also likely that you have encountered people who expressed animosity toward you

because almost every time you take aim at a goal you succeed, often creating results in what appears to be an effortless

manner.  (Most of your critics are never there to see the midnight oil you burn so frequently!)  But for every person

who is unimpressed or even resentful of your success, there are many more who admire you and want to work with

you on your next project.  

Today, most companies hire people for specific duties or to do a special task. This is hard on the Goal Setter.  When

you first take on a challenge, you are energized about meeting and mastering it.  However, once you have

accomplished all that you can and have made the role you took on routine, you quickly lose interest.  Once the

position no longer offers the challenge you require, you begin casting about for a new opportunity.  “Smooth sailing”

and “status quo” is not what gets you up in the morning!

A great many Goal Setters are entrepreneurs.  You are ideally suited to launch your own business . . . or businesses!



SECOND BEST | FEELING

PEACEFUL

“Can Everyone Please Just Get Along?”

You are happiest when everything is peaceful and quiet. You really don’t like any tension in your

life; when there is tension, it causes you great stress.  You are the one in the crowd who tries to

help everyone to just get along.  You like it when people tell you that things are nice and peaceful

because you are there, building harmony and community.

You prefer not to associate with people who are unpleasantly loud or combative.  If you happen to be caught up with a

group like this—at work, perhaps—your attitude may range from deep frustration to cynical amusement at how easily

people get worked up over relatively minor things. 

You have a deep interest in the serenity of natural things, including people-watching, and you take great enjoyment

just from seeing people being happy together.  It is very important for you to negotiate peaceful situations, whether

you are with coworkers (purpose partners), friends, or family members.  If a situation does not improve and become

peaceful, once you have made every effort to resolve things, you may just get up and leave.  You will find your peace

by yourself if necessary. Aggression pains your heart and you try to prevent it and/or avoid it at all costs. 

You tend to make friends who, like you, are quiet and peaceful.  However, many thoughtful people will cultivate one

very close friend who is extremely extroverted.  These two personalities complement each other!  You provide your

friend some calm and stability and the extrovert provides you with risk-free entertainment!  You generally choose

leisure activities you can do by yourself, such as reading or hiking, rather than activities that entail competing against

others.  

In the workplace, you will be most efficient where you don't work under an overly demanding management structure,

unless you are in a position where you can contribute to the success of a high-performing team.  You may find

yourself interested in jobs that have repetitive routines.



THIRD BEST | FEELING

SENSITIVE

“Feelings, Nothing More Than Feelings”

You are a sensitive person with tender feelings. You can sense when someone you know is

discouraged or going through some difficulty.  You are very easily hurt when others make

insensitive comments to you or someone else.

Your sensitivity is an actual physical feeling for you; you feel things intensely.  It’s likely that you

 are a “perfect” personality, which means that you want everything in life to be ideal.  When someone gives you the

impression they do not approve of you—what you are saying or doing or wearing—you feel a deep hurt inside.  You

feel this same hurt for others when someone is unkind to them.  You’ll probably try to comfort that person and help

him or her to feel better and feel affirmed.

Being the relational person that you are, you really feel good about yourself when you are helping others and you like

it when they appreciate your help.  Conversely, it upsets you when you try to help people who do not seem grateful for

the way you’ve reached out to them.  When people do not appreciate what you do and don’t respond to your

thoughtfulness, you are hurt—so hurt, in some cases, that it drives a wedge into that relationship.  You may even break

off the relationship completely.

When someone has hurt you by being insensitive, it doesn’t help matters if they offer you a long, drawn out

explanation about why they didn’t mean to hurt you.  The best thing they can do is sincerely apologize, while really

listening to you and honestly respecting why you feel the way you do.  If they simply say they’re sorry and assume

you’ll “get over it” in time, they have completely misread you.  It’s highly likely that you’ll continue to feel the

negative emotions generated from their words and/or actions.  After all, you try very hard to be sensitive to others; you

will be hurt and angry when others do not demonstrate that kind of sensitivity toward you. 

Your type of personality is often found in the medical fields and in counseling.  You will flourish where you are able

to work with people, to employ your heartfelt sensitivity to others’ feelings, and to help them understand how they

themselves feel.

When you come in contact with others who are insensitive, remember that not all people feel that life has to be ideal. 

You will meet many people who are polar opposites of you; they live in a “rough and tumble” world and give little or

no thought to the feelings of others or to their own.  Much of what they say that you feel is so thoughtless are things

that other have said to them—and they never gave it another thought.  When they say something to you like, “It never

occurred to me that would bother you,” they really are being truthful!  When someone else said exactly the same thing

to them, they immediately forgot about it.

You can rise above the hurts these folks deal out—often with absolutely no ill intent on their part.  Use your natural

“antennae” to sense their own inner motivations and use your intelligence and sensitivity to build bridges (rather than

throwing up barriers) with these folks.



FOURTH BEST | FEELING

COMPETENT

“I did it correctly; this is good!"

You are happy when you see the results of something you have done well.  You are task-oriented,

and it is important to complete these tasks correctly.  You also are rewarded when others see your

good results and tell you what a great job you have done.  You find that getting all your facts right

 helps you to succeed. You want to prove to others how well you can accomplish things, and get them done correctly.

The simplest way for others to give you positive reinforcement is by appreciating the little things you do well and

asking for your help, because they know you can and will get them done correctly.

You do not intentionally cause conflict.  You prefer to be peaceful and doing things right helps you to prevent stressful

situations.  You do compliment others when they get things right for you, or with you, but you give out praise to

others lightly, even though they have completed the job, unless it is done right and on time.  This is because you

believe that another’s less-than-perfect performance may reflect badly on your work.

You are likely to feel very uncomfortable when asked to do something you cannot do well. You may procrastinate or

perhaps not even start a project at all if you feel you are not likely to do a good job.  You derive the greatest feeling or

reinforcement when others compliment you on a job well done or come to you as the most reliable source for

important information.

You may encounter people who complain that you always think you are in the right.  You can help them understand

that it isn't so much that being right matters to you, but you are determined to understand all the facts before you make

a decision.  If the other person is becoming a little heated, you can honestly tell your critic that this is not personal at

all, but it is important for you to make sure that everything has been considered before jumping into things.

You will flourish in any job which requires you to have all the details right all the time.  In larger businesses, where

specifics are most important, your type of personality tends to move into leadership roles.  If you encourage others to

become your partner in getting things right, they will gladly follow along with you.  One way to do this is by asking

others if they would like to “hear your thoughts” on things, bringing them into your confidence and making them part

of your team.



FIFTH BEST | FEELING

ADVENTUROUS

“Let’s find something exciting to do!”

You are an inventor of excitement.  More new tasks to complete?  Yeah!  Adventure for you is like

discovering a personal treasure.  You love to push your limits and you can be competitive, although

you don’t really need competitors.  Sure, things are more fun when you have other people around

 you, but this characteristic primarily expresses your zeal for life and all the challenges before you.  You enjoy

challenges in every aspect of your life and avoid routine. Your motto is “Put some fun in life!” As you grow older and

more mature, this has become a really important need in your life, to keep you from feeling caged.

You like to prove your abilities to others.  You thoroughly enjoy recounting the stories of your personal adventures

and having others listen intently with excitement and approval. 

You have always been the person who created things to do and made your own fun.  You may have a lot of people in

your life telling you to be more serious and stop playing around so much.  It could be that they’re just envious of all

the fun things you do! 

Career-wise, you probably express yourself as an innovator, creator, and motivator.  You have the ability to apply

analogies reflecting your own personal discoveries to work concepts.  The ideal career for you will include interaction

with many people and/or the ability to be an innovator and contributor for a company.

There may be people at work who resent your ability to make every challenge or task seem like a sport.  These men

and women tend to be more cynical or serious and do not share your zest for life.  If you approach these people on an

individual basis and personally support them in your natural manner, they will tend to become more supportive of you.



BRIEF FEELINGS SUMMARY

GOAL SETTER

You like making big goals.  You are an overachiever and thrive on accomplishing things that most people believe are

impossible.  You have a “never give up” attitude on achieving your goals and refuse to let anybody get in your way or

knock you off track.

PEACEFUL

You enjoy being the person who helps everyone to get along together.  You like everything around you to be

harmonious and free from conflict or tension.

SENSITIVE

You are very perceptive of others’ feelings.  You feel it when someone close to you is discouraged or having

difficulties.  Other people’s comments often seem insensitive to you, because you are so attuned to your own feelings

and the feelings of others.

COMPETENT

You have a desire to be good at the things you do.  You like to be right and not make errors, and you believe everyone

should know their facts before they state their case. You will not start anything you do not fully support.

ADVENTUROUS

You love exploring new ideas, pastimes, activities, and situations.  If every day could be like a roller coaster, you

would love it!  Your thirst for the new and undiscovered consistently drives you to think of exciting things to do.



WHAT'S GREAT ABOUT LYNETTE  LOTT

WHAT IS LYNETTE  LOTT'S PREFERENCE?

The Four Personality Preferences

These four categories—Perfect, Fun, Control, Peace—comprise the Four Personality Preferences. Please bear in
mind that these four preferences describe general tendencies only! There are absolutely no hard and fast rules

when it comes to human nature. As you read the descriptions of the strengths, attributes, and desires that characterize

each preference, remember that no one fits these parameters exactly. That is why we like to say that each and every

human being is a walking marvel, miracle, and a mystery. Everyone you meet is wonderfully and magnificently

unique! 

	Within each of us, there is a blend of all four of the personality preferences (in other words, we all draw on all four to

some extent), but most of us have what we call a primary style and a secondary style. Our primary style is our

"auto-pilot" style, the style we access without effort or thought, especially when we are excited or stressed. Most of us

also draw heavily from at least one of the other four preferences. 



Your Primary Personality Preference

Lynette  Lott, you ranked the best feelings in the world for you, and based on those choices your Primary Personality

Preference is Control. Your Primary style, as we said, is your "automatic" tendency, the way you behave when you're

not giving a great deal of thought to a particular situation. You could call it your "default" personality mode; when

you're most relaxed—or, conversely, most stressed—this is the way you're likely to behave.

	
CONTROL

Controls are all about "Getting it done." Controls value accomplishment and success. It's not

likely that anyone would describe them as "chatty" by any means; their communication tends

to be direct and to the point. They quickly tire of most casual conversations. Many Controls

have tempers that are as short as their sentences; they just don't have much patience! Controls

are some of the most productive people in the world. If you are an Control, your primary goal

is to get things done, and you want it done now! Controls want approval from others for what 

they do.

Your Secondary Personality Preference

Lynette  Lott, you have identified your Secondary Personality Preference as Peace. It's likely that, as you reviewed

your Primary Personality Preference, you thought something like, "Yes, I'm like that, but not all the time." That's true;

most of us have an identifiable Secondary Preference, and you probably draw heavily from this personality style. This

secondary preference will help provide a clearer reflection of how you think, believe, and behave.

	
PEACE

Peace are all about "Getting along." They are often the best listeners and consensus builders in

the world. Many Peace have the ability to simplify things and make them easier to do. Peace

avoid conflict like the plague. "Conflict," for them, can be something as simple as offering or

accepting criticism, or even having to speak out in a loud voice! They almost never create any

disturbances at home or work, but they do tend to build up a bubbling cauldron of unexpressed

feelings. Peace want approval from others for how theyPeace are all about "Getting along."

They are often the best listeners and consensus builders in the world. Many Peace have the

 ability to simplify things and make them easier to do. Peace avoid conflict like the plague. "Conflict," for them, can

be something as simple as offering or accepting criticism, or even having to speak out in a loud voice! They almost

never create any disturbances at home or work, but they do tend to build up a bubbling cauldron of unexpressed

feelings. Peace want approval from others for how they feel.

Your Third Personality Preference

Lynette  Lott, your Third Personality Preference is Perfect. As we noted previously, all of us draw to a certain extent

from all four of these personality preferences. Some of us move quite comfortably through all four of these

preferences; others are settled pretty solidly into our primary and secondary styles. But whether we do it consciously

or not, we all access all four.

	



PERFECT
Perfects are all about "Getting it right." Their desire to be "perfect" means they strive for

perfection in everything they do. It has to be done right! Perfects are far from perfect, and they

will be the first ones to admit this; but they are always thinking about how to do things better.

Because Perfects think a lot about things (rather than constantly talking about them), they tend

to be very idealistic when they do speak up and articulate their ideas. They want people to

recognize that they have given the matter deep thought, so when they speak up to express their

opinions, they want you to listen with respect and try to understand where they are coming

 from. Perfects want approval from others for who they are.

Your Fourth Personality Preference

Lynette  Lott, the final personality preference you identified is Fun. While many people draw strongly from two, or

even three of these personality preferences, there tends to be one of these four that is "least like you." You might say

that you are least comfortable with this fourth preference. Please understand that this is still a part of the way you

think, believe, and behave ... but this fourth preference is least likely to manifest itself in your normal, everyday

behavior. By the way, if you do actually display all four of these personality preferences, congratulations! You have a

very balanced personality!

	
FUN

Funs are all about "Making it Fun." They are the life of the party. They are often referred to as

the entertainer. They are full of good cheer and easily enthused. Funs live in the here and now;

they see life as fresh, bright and exciting. The glass is always half-full, because it never was

empty, and it probably never will be. Funs are highly imaginative and creative; they love to

develop, test and discard new ideas. Funs want approval from others for how theyFuns are all

about "Making it Fun." They are the life of the party. They are often referred to as the

entertainer. They are full of good cheer and easily enthused. Funs live in the here and now;

 they see life as fresh, bright and exciting. The glass is always half-full, because it never was empty, and it probably

never will be. Funs are highly imaginative and creative; they love to develop, test and discard new ideas. Funs want

approval from others for how they act.

Each personality has it place in the world, and the cooperation of these personality types is what makes society

efficient and effective and complete.  Let's use the example of a typical invention to illustrate this interrelationship and

interdependence:

	 The Invention
The Perfect devises and creates a unique musical instrument that produces pristine sounds that will revolutionize the

industry.  Being great on concept but not so strong in follow up, the Perfect recruits an Control to come up with a plan.

 The Control determines what is needed to make the invention profitable: a production line that manufactures a

high-quality instrument efficiently and at minimum cost.  So they recruit a Peace who is experienced in establishing

and maintaining efficient production management processes.  Finally, the team needs an effective sales rep who

believes in the invention and has the interpersonal ability to build relationships and communicate the value of the new

product.  They hire an Fun, who naturally gets prospects and customers excited about the potential of this

revolutionary new product.



WHAT'S GREAT ABOUT LYNETTE  LOTT

HARD NATURED AND SOFT NATURED PERSON

Very few people realize that the differences between these two personality traits—Soft and Hard Natured traits—are

responsible for much of the conflict that we experience in our daily lives. Your Hard and Soft scores reflect your

ranking of the 60 feelings. The wider the spread between the two numbers, the more difficult it is for you to move into

the nature that is the opposite of yours.

The Soft Natured Person

Lynette  Lott, based on the ranking of your 60 feelings you have a score of 3050 for the "Soft Natured" traits and a

score of 2750 for the "Hard Natured" traits. As you review these results, you'll see that you display more of the traits

of a Soft Natured person.  This suggests that you don't tend to communicate your ideas and important points in a

forceful, aggressive way. You prefer to build consensus among your peers and loved ones. You probably give careful

thought to anything important you have to say and try to anticipate others' reactions. At times, this may prevent you

from saying anything at all, for fear of antagonizing others.

Soft Natured people use the soft touch with others. You tend to be much more concerned about how other people feel,



and you demonstrate that concern in the way you communicate. It's common to see Soft Natured people in roles that

require them to follow a leader and offer support, but this does not mean that Soft Natured people can't be leaders. In

fact, many of the finest business leaders manifest the soft traits. They lead by building consensus; they create trust and

respect by truly listening to others and incorporating that feedback into their decision-making processes.

At times, the Soft Natured person may believe that the Hard Natured person is their adversary, but this doesn't have to

be! Keep in mind that Soft Natured people are typically Peace and/or Fun personalities. Most Hard Natured people

have Control and/or Perfect as a personality style. As a Soft Natured person, you are a listener and consensus builder

who is trying to communicate with a Hard Natured person who doesn't seem to have the patience to listen to you!

Rather than being frustrated by this difference in communication styles, you must "flex" your personality a bit;

recognize the other Hard Natured person's terse conversational habits and edit your own speech accordingly. Make a

conscious effort to convey your information and ideas in a concise, bullet point format which focuses on tasks and

results, not feelings. You are already a natural at being well-liked; you will earn the respect of your Hard Natured

coworkers by showing them you are every bit as good at sticking to "just the facts" as they are!



WHAT'S GREAT ABOUT LYNETTE  LOTT

THE TALENT FAMILIES THAT INFLUENCE LYNETTE  LOTT THE MOST

Your natural talents are determined by the choices you made in ranking the 60 feelings. Every person is born with a

unique set of talents which gives them a special ability to perform certain tasks cheerfully and easily, and, conversely,

which makes other tasks seem laborious. Knowing what you are naturally "hard-wired" to do—what your strongest

natural talents and abilities are—and then finding the work that matches those talents is fundamental to finding

success and fulfillment in life.

RELATIONSHIPS & COOPERATION

You tend to excel at building relationships with people and working closely with them. You are a great leader, a

consensus-builder, and you excel at enlisting the cooperation of others and building coalitions. 

You enjoy putting a lot of energy into helping others and getting people to work well together. This includes customer

service, co-workers, and goals related to helping others. You should enjoy good success working as a manager or

working in customer service, using your interpersonal skills to solve problems and build customer loyalty.

LEADERSHIP & TEAM BUILDING

You tend to focus on goals, results, and team building. You have an instinctive understanding for the importance of

goal-setting, you are a clear-minded, practical decision-maker; and you have the charismatic characteristics which

excite people to follow you.

Your ability to clearly define big picture goals and the steps needed to accomplish them helps others gain trust in your

leadership. You are also good at organization, and you have a steely determination to overcome problems and articles

and see projects through to completion. You should make a great manager, senior executive, or entrepreneur.



Key Benchmark Motivations

Your ranking of the sixty feelings established your Key Benchmark Motivations. We rank these according to four

levels:

Level One: These are your best feelings, ranging from those that make you very happy to your most fulfilling feelings

in the world. Level One Motivations reflect those feelings that are central to you living and working at your highest

and best!

LEVEL ONE - KEY BENCHMARK MOTIVATIONS - 85 % or higher

Faithful Dry sense of humor Musical Steady Great sense of humor

Avoids conflict Keeps it simple Organized Take Charge Adventurous

Sincere at heart Independent Sensitive Succeeds Optimistic

Warm Consistent Creative Quick to action Never a dull moment

Easy going Strong willed Bold Born leader Tons of confidence

Competent Self sufficient Perfectionist Patient Cheerful

Calm Precise Inspirational Good listener Flashy

Peaceful Persistent Idealistic Economical

Enthusiastic Unique Deep thinker

Thoughtful Artistic Goal setter

Sympathetic Watches people

Loves people

Level Two: These are feelings which are very important to you, ranging from feelings that make you happy to those

that feel amazing! If these feelings are missing from your life, you would quickly sense their absence and work to

make positive changes.

LEVEL TWO - KEY BENCHMARK MOTIVATIONS - 75 % to 84.99 %



No motivations that fall into the range of 75 % to 84.99 %



Level Three: These are still good feelings for you, which give you pleasure, ranging from emotions you like to feel to

those that make you happy. These Level Three Motivations, however, are not ones which are essential for making you

feel secure and fulfilled.

LEVEL THREE - KEY BENCHMARK MOTIVATIONS - 65 % to 74.99 %

No motivations that fall into the range of 65 % to 74.99 %

Level Four: These are feelings which, for the most part, are just not very important to you. Some of them may be

ones which you determined are "not me at all," ranging up to those feelings which you said you "kind of like."

LEVEL FOUR - KEY BENCHMARK MOTIVATIONS - 0 % to 40 %

Stays in background Curious Witty

Low key Good on stage

Unemotional Life of the party

Fun seeker

What's most intriguing is to compare and contrast your Level One Motivations, which are so central to you feeling

happy and fulfilled, with the Level Four Motivations which are those feelings that just don't play a big part in your

emotional makeup.


